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Small structural changes in peptides presented by major histocompatibility
complex (MHC) molecules often result in large changes in immunogenicity,
supporting the notion that T cell receptors are exquisitely sensitive to
antigen structure. Yet there are striking examples of TCR recognition of
structurally dissimilar ligands. The resulting unpredictability of how T cells
will respond to different or modified antigens impacts both our under-
standing of the physical bases for TCR specificity as well as efforts to
engineer peptides for immunomodulation. In cancer immunotherapy,
epitopes and variants derived from the MART-1/Melan-A protein are
widely used as clinical vaccines. Two overlapping epitopes spanning amino
acid residues 26 through 35 are of particular interest: numerous clinical
studies have been performed using variants of the MART-1 26–35 decamer,
although only the 27–35 nonamer has been found on the surface of targeted
melanoma cells. Here, we show that the 26–35 and 27–35 peptides adopt
strikingly different conformations when bound to HLA-A2. Nevertheless,
clonally distinct MART-126/27–35-reactive T cells show broad cross-reactivity
towards these ligands. Simultaneously, however, many of the cross-reactive
T cells remain unable to recognize anchor-modified variants with very
subtle structural differences. These dichotomous observations challenge our
thinking about how structural information on unligated peptide/MHC
complexes should be best used when addressing questions of TCR
specificity. Our findings also indicate that caution is warranted in the
design of immunotherapeutics based on the MART-1 26/27–35 epitopes, as
neither cross-reactivity nor selectivity is predictable based on the analysis of
the structures alone.
© 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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ships between peptide/MHC structure and TCR
specificity and cross-reactivity remain elusive. Alte-
rations to antigenic peptides that result in very
minor structural changes often result in substantial
changes in immunological potency,1–5 leading to the
commonly-held notion that T cell receptors can be
exquisitely sensitive to antigen structure. Yet there
are striking exceptions to this observation. Lee et al.
recently demonstrated efficient TCR recognition of
native and variant HIV gag epitopes that have
significant structural differences across the center of
d.
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the peptide.6 Gagnon et al. showed TCR cross-
reactivity between the native HTLV-1 Tax11–19 pep-
tide and a variant with a modified P5 side-chain that
imparts dramatic structural differences on the pep-
tide.7 More remarkably, Zhao et al. identified a
murine T cell clone that recognizes the peptide
p1027 (FAPGVFPYM) presented byH-2Db as well as
the peptide p1049 (ALWGFFPVL) peptide presented
by human HLA-A*0201 (HLA-A2).8 These struc-
tural studies build on the functional studies reported
by Hemmer et al., who identified T cell clones that
cross-react with ligands sharing minimal sequence
or chemical homology.9 The resulting unpredict-
ability of how T cells will respond to different or
modified peptides has implications for our under-
standing of the physical bases for TCR specificity
and cross-reactivity, and impacts the design and use
of variant peptides with altered immunological
potencies.
The epitopes spanning amino acid residues 26–35

and 27–35 from the MART-1/Melan-A protein,
highly expressed in melanoma cells, provide a
prime example of T cell recognition of multiple
peptides and the use of peptide variants designed to
elicit altered immunological responses. Initial stu-
dies identified the 27–35 nonamer (AAGIGILTV,
referred to as AAG; see Table 1) as the immunodo-
minant epitope of the MART-1 protein,10,11 although
the 26–35 decamer (EAAGIGILTV, referred to as the
EAA decamer), was also found to be recognized by
MART-1-reactive T cells.10 A later study comparing
the two peptides indicated that the EAA decamer
had equal or improved immunonogenicity com-
pared to the AAG nonamer and bound more tightly
to the restricting MHC molecule, HLA-A2.12 Modi-
fication of the EAA decamer with leucine at position
2 (ELAGIGILTV, referred to as the ELA decamer)
resulted in even better binding to HLA-A2 and more
potent immunogenicity.13 On the other hand, modi-
fication of the native AAG nonamer with leucine at
position 2 (ALGIGILTV; ALG nonamer) greatly
reduced or abolished CTL recognition compared
to the AAG nonamer, despite improving HLA-A2
binding. This observation led to the suggestion
that the Ala2→Leu modification in the AAG nona-
mer altered the conformation of the peptide in the
HLA-A2 peptide-binding groove,13 presumably
away from a common conformation shared
between the EAA and ELA decamers and the
Table 1. MART-126/27–35-based peptides

MART-1 residue number 26 27 28 29 30
Peptide position P0 P1 P2 P3 P4

Native AAG nonamer A A G I
Modified ALG nonamer A L G I
Modified LAG nonamer L A G I
Native EAA decamer E A A G I
Modified ELA decamer E L A G I

a Binding data are taken from Valmori et al.13 The numbers are th
AAG nonamer.
AAG nonamer. These findings with the ELA and
ALG peptides led to widespread use of the ELA
decamer in clinical trials for the immunological
treatment of melanoma patients,14–16 as well as
regular use of the ELA decamer in more basic
studies of MART-1 antigenicity.
In addition to their relevance to tumor immuno-

logy, the immunodominant epitopes from the
MART-1 protein are of interest due to the very
high frequency of MART-1-specific circulating CD8+
T cells in healthy HLA-A2+ individuals, as high as
1/1000 in peripheral blood.17 Initial analysis of
this repertoire in two individuals indicated that
MART-1-specific T cells are clonally diverse, with no
restrictions in β chain gene segment usage, and a
wide diversity in CDR3 length and composition.18,19

Although there are some exceptions as noted below,
most evidence suggests that the majority of these T
cells recognize both the EAA decamer and the AAG
nonamer, with cross-recognition having been shown
with multiple T cell clones and polyclonal pop-
ulations, using both measurements of T cell effector
functions and tetramer staining.10,12,13,20–22 Indeed,
T cell cross-reactivity between the EAA decamer
and AAG nonamer would be crucial for mediating
tumor regression upon use of the ELA peptide in
cancer immunotherapy, as a quantitative analysis
of peptides presented by human HLA-A2+ mela-
noma cells was unable to detect presentation of the
EAA decamer, on which the ELA decamer is based,
although presentation of the AAG nonamer was
readily detected.23

Recently, Sliz et al. determined the crystallo-
graphic structures of the modified ELA decamer
and the modified ALG nonamer bound to HLA-
A2.24 There was a dramatic difference in the con-
formation of the peptides in these two structures,
best described as a “kinked bulge” occurring in the
N-terminal half of the decameric peptide. The bulge
was attributed to the first and last primary anchor
pockets in HLA-A2, which for both peptides consist
of optimal leucine and valine side-chains, respec-
tively. The nonamer thus has six amino acid residues
between the two primary anchors, whereas the
decamer has seven. The additional amino acid in the
decamer forces the peptide to bulge and zig-zag just
after the first primary anchor, whereas the nonamer
adopts an extended conformation typical of nona-
meric peptides. The differences between the two
31 32 33 34 35
HLA-A2 binding
affinity relative

to AAGaP5 P6 P7 P8 P9

G I L T V 1
G I L T V 40
G I L T V 1
G I L T V 4
G I L T V 9

e n-fold improvement in HLA-A2 binding affinity relative to the
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structures are significant, with the backbone shift
dramatically altering the surface that is presented to
T cell receptors.24,25

On the basis of these structures and the functional
data indicating that tumor-reactive CTL recognize
the ELA/EAA decameric peptides well, whereas the
ALG nonamer is, at best, very poorly recognized,
Sliz et al. hypothesized that the native AAG
nonamer would adopt a bulged and zig-zagged
conformation similar to that of the ELA decamer.
This widely accepted hypothesis provided a struc-
tural basis for cross-reactivity between the EAA/
ELA decamers and the AAG nonamer. Moreover,
the proposed structural similarity between the AAG
nonamer and the EAA/ELA decamers explained
how vaccination of melanoma patients with the ELA
decamer could elicit anti-tumor immunity if only the
AAG nonamer was present on the surface of
melanoma cells, as suggested by the data presented
by Skipper et al.23

However, efficient cross-reactivity between the
EAA/ELA decamers and the native AAG nonamer
is not universal. In a recent study, 15 out of 37 CTL
clones efficiently lysed targets presenting the ELA
decamer but not the AAG nonamer.22 This observa-
tion could be explained by the weaker HLA-A2
binding affinity of the AAG nonamer.26 However,
rare clones have been described that show a
preference for the AAG nonamer in one or more T
cell effector functions.12,21 Furthermore, the predic-
tion that the AAG nonamer would adopt the bulged
conformation is inconsistent with the database of
known peptide/HLA-A2 structures, as this would
require the peptide to bind with an empty P1 pocket,
a binding mode that has not been observed with
nonameric peptides, even when the peptide has a
sub-optimal P2 anchor.27

Here, we report the structure of the native
MART-127–35 AAG nonamer and a number of va-
riants bound to HLA-A2. Inconsistent with earlier
predictions, the native peptide does not adopt the
bulged conformation of the ELA decamer. Rather,
the peptide adopts an extended conformation nearly
identical with that of the ALG nonamer. To further
investigate, we determined the structures of the
native MART-126–35 EAA decamer and the 27–35
Ala2→Leu ALG nonamer bound to HLA-A2 at a
higher resolution to closely examine the dynamics
of the peptide previously described by Sliz et al.24

We also determined the structure of another variant,
the 27(L)-35 nonamer (LAGIGILTV; LAG nonamer)
that has been proposed as an improved melanoma
vaccine candidate.28 All MART-1 peptides and va-
riants studied are shown in Table 1.
Overall, we find that there are two general classes

of conformations for the MART-1 peptides studied:
bulged or extended, the adoption of which is a
function of the length of the peptide, the identity of
the amino acids at the first and second position, and
the physical constraints of the HLA-A2 peptide-
binding groove. The bulged conformation is adopted
by the EAA/ELA decamers and the LAG nonamer,
whereas the extended conformation is adopted by
the AAG and ALG nonamers. Thus, T cells that
recognize both the AAG nonamer and the modified
ELA decamer used in clinical trials and the majority
of functional studies recognize peptides of two
different structural classes. As noted above, clonally
diverse Tcells with specificity forMART-1 are highly
prevalent in HLA-A2+ individuals, indicating cross-
recognition of structurally dissimilar ligands occur-
ring on a very broad scale. Remarkably though, the
previous observation that five out of five MART-1-
reactive T cell clones failed to recognize the ALG
nonamer, yet still responded vigorously to the AAG
nonamer,13 indicates that in addition to being in-
sensitive to the structural differences between the
bulged and extended conformational classes, many
MART-126/27–35-specific T cells remain sensitive to
more subtle structural differences within the ex-
tended conformational class.
Our findings highlight a dichotomy of specificity

and selectivity in TCR recognition of peptide/MHC.
Although these properties have been shown indivi-
dually before, we demonstrate here that they can
operate simultaneously and, importantly, are not
confined to a small number of unusual T cells, but
are present in large numbers of naturally occurring
T cells easily identifiable in HLA-A2+ individuals.
Overall, our observations challenge our thinking
about how structural information on unligated pep-
tide/MHC complexes should be best used when
addressing questions of TCR specificity. Finally, our
findings indicate that caution is warranted in the
design of class I MHC-based immunotherapeutics
based on MART-1 tumor antigens, as neither cross-
reactivity nor selectivity appears predictable based
on the analysis of the structures alone.

Structures of MART-126/27–35-based
peptide/HLA-A2 complexes reveal bulged and
extended peptide conformations

Crystals of the nativeMART-127–35 nonamer (AAG
nonamer) complexed with HLA-A2 were grown by
screening conditions previously used to crystallize
peptide/HLA-A2 complexes in our laboratory.7,27

Crystals of the A1L-modified MART-127–35 nonamer
(LAG nonamer), the A2L-modified nonamer (ALG
nonamer), and the native MART-126–35 decamer
(EAA decamer) complexed with HLA-A2 grew
readily from these conditions, although subtle mo-
difications resulted in improved crystals. All pep-
tides studied are shown in Table 1. Each complex
crystallized in the same space group with similar
unit cell dimensions and with two molecules per
asymmetric unit. Structures were solved via mo-
lecular replacement, using the structure of the
gp100209–217/HLA-A2 complex with the peptide/
solvent atoms excluded as a search model.27 Crystal-
lization and refinement statistics are reported in
Table 2. The structure of the ALG nonamer was
determined by Sliz et al.,24 and we have determined
this structure at a higher resolution in order to
examine more closely the potential for peptide
conformational dynamics. Images showing electron



Table 2. X-ray data and refinement statistics

Complex AAG ALG LAG EAA
Source APS 23ID APS 23ID APS 23ID APS 23ID
Space group P21 P21 P21 P21
Unit cell parameters

a (Å) 83.96 58.40 58.31 58.34
b (Å) 58.37 84.31 84.27 84.18
c (Å) 89.43 84.14 84.29 84.06
β (deg.) 109.66 90.13 90.11 90.08

Molecules/a.u. 2 2 2 2
Resolution (Å) 20–1.9 20–1.7 20–1.55 20–1.75
Total unique reflections 62,984 87,480 110,393 78,249
Mosaicity (deg.) 0.52 0.37 0.42 0.37
Completeness (%) 96.4 (87.9) 97.0 (85.6) 93.2 (67.8) 94.9 (71.5)
I/σ 14.2 (2.5) 13.1 (2.1) 14.8 (2.1) 14.0 (2.3)
Rmerge (%) 10.7 (46.3) 10.0 (47.9) 10.8 (35.4) 9.9 (36.3)
Average redundancy 3.0 (2.4) 3.5 (2.6) 3.1 (1.5) 3.1 (2.1)
Rwork (%) (no. reflections) 18.7 (59,801) 17.2 (83,098) 18.1 (104,852) 17.1 (74,349)
Rfree (%) (no. reflections) 24.4 (3183) 21.7 (4382) 21.8 (5541) 21.3 (3900)
Average B-factor (peptide) (Å2) 15.4 (22.8) 21.7 (26.7) 22.1 (24.2) 20.1 (20.7)
Ramachandran plot

Most favored (%) 91.7 92.6 92.9 92.8
Allowed (%) 8.0 7.1 6.8 6.9
Generously allowed (%) 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3

RMS deviation from ideality
Bond lengths (Å) 0.017 0.016 0.016 0.015
Bond angles (deg.) 1.764 1.710 1.730 1.636

Coordinate error (Å) 0.11 0.08 0.06 0.08
PDB ID 2GUO 2GTZ 2GTW 2GT9

HLA-A2 was produced by refolding bacterially expressed soluble HLA-A2 and β2m inclusion bodies in the presence of excess peptide.52

Refolded protein was purified via ion exchange and size-exclusion chromatography. Peptides were synthesized locally on an ABI 433A
instrument; purity and identity were confirmed by HPLC and ES mass spectrometry. Peptide/HLA-A2 crystals were grown using 24%
PEG 3350 as a precipitant in 25 mMMes (pH 6.5) with the addition of 0.1 M sodium chloride (AAG and EAA), 0.1 M ammonium chloride
(ALG) or 0.1 M potassium acetate (LAG) by the sitting-drop, vapor-diffusion method. Streak-seeding was used to improve quality.
Crystals were transferred to 30% (w/v) PEG 3350, 20% (v/v) glycerol for cryoprotection for several seconds and frozen in liquid nitrogen.
Data reduction was performed with HKL2000.53 Structures were solved by molecular replacement with MOLREP from CCP4 using the
gp100209/HLA-A2 structure as a search model with the coordinates for the peptide and solvent removed.27 Clear MR solutions were
obtained in all cases; correlation coefficients and initial R-factors were 0.80−0.81 and 0.28−0.29. Rigid body refinement followed by TLS
refinement and multiple steps of restrained refinement were performed with Refmac5.54 Anisotropic and bulk solvent corrections were
taken into account throughout refinement. After TLS refinement, the peptides could be clearly positioned using 2Fo–Fc maps. Water
molecules were added using ARP/wARP.54 Graphical evaluation of the models and fitting to maps were performed using XtalView.55

Procheck56 and the WHATIF server57 were used to evaluate the quality of the structures during and after refinement. Unless otherwise
indicated, numbers in parentheses refer to the highest resolution shell. Coordinate error is the mean estimate based on maximum
likelihood methods.
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density maps for each peptide in each asymmetric
unit are available as Supplementary Data (Figure
S1A). Also available in Supplementary Data are the
initial electron density maps of the P2 side-chain
regions for the first molecules in the AAG and ALG
asymmetric units, calculated after the first round of
TLS refinement before the peptides had been
introduced (Figure S1B). These unbiased electron
density maps unambiguously identify the P2 side-
chains in these crystals.
Generally speaking, each complex displayed the

expected peptide/class I MHC architecture, with no
significant difference in the positioning of the HLA-
A2 peptide-binding grooves (the average RMSD for
superimpositions of the peptide binding domain
is 0.35(±0.07) Å). Notably though, each of the pep-
tides adopted one of two general conformations: the
bulged and zig-zagged conformation of the ELA
decamer, or the extended conformation of the ALG
decamer. Inconsistent with earlier postulations,13,24

the native AAG nonamer fell into the latter category,
whereas the EAA decamer, the ELA decamer, and
the LAGnonamer belong to the former. These overall
conformations and their differences are summarized
in Figure 1. The differences between the bulged and
extended conformations are further highlighted in
SupplementaryData (Figure S2) and are discussed in
detail by Sliz et al.24 There are no crystallographic
contacts to the peptides in any of the structures.
A matrix of RMS deviations for pairwise super-

impositions of the backbones of each peptide, in-
cluding both molecules in each asymmetric unit, is
shown in Figure 2. This analysis quantifies the simi-
arities and differences between the various peptides.
The backbones of peptides in the extended confor-
mation (AAG nonamer, ALG nonamer) superimpose
with RMSDs between 0.19 Å and 0.77 Å, whereas the
backbones of the peptides in the bulged conforma-
tion (EAA and ELA decamers, LAG nonamer)
superimpose with RMSDs between 0.08 Å and
0.26 Å (the larger range for the extended conforma-
tions reflects the presence of backbone conforma-
tional heterogeneity in the extended conformation, as
described below). The backbones of the two classes



Figure 1. MART-126/27–35-based peptides adopt one of two general conformations in the HLA-A2 peptide-binding
groove. (a) Superimposition of the native AAG nonamer and the P2-modified ALG nonamer solved here and by Sliz
et al.,24 identifying the extended conformation. (b) Superimposition of the native EAA decamer, the P2-modified ELA
decamer solved by Sliz et al., and the P1-modified LAG nonamer, identifying the bulged conformation. (c) Stereo image
comparing the extended conformation of the native AAG nonamer and the bulged conformation of the ELA decamer. (d)
Same as in (c), but rotated 90° out and showing the surface of HLA-A2 as partially transparent. All superimpositions are
via the backbones of P1 and P6−P9.
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of peptides (bulged and extended), on the other
hand, superimpose with RMSD values between
1.77 Å and 2.11 Å, reflecting the substantial differ-
ences in the center of the peptides seen in Figure 1.
It is of interest that the LAG nonamer adopts the

bulged conformation of the EAA/ELA decamers,
inserting leucine at position 1 into the HLA-A2 P2
pocket and leaving the P1 pocket unoccupied. As
developed further below, this indicates that, at least
for this peptide, the penalty of losing stabilizing N-
terminal interactions with the P1 pocket is over-
compensated by the gain of favorable interactions
within the P2 pocket. The “empty” LAG P1 pocket is
reminiscent of that seen in the structure of the octa-
meric Tax12–19 peptide bound to HLA-A2:29 the
pocket is fully intact, with the side-chains fully super-
imposable on those with the corresponding nona-
mers/decamers, and a water molecule is found in the
position normally occupied by the P1 carbonyl oxy-
gen atom. Additionally, a formate anionwas found in
the pocket of the LAG nonamer, occupying the posi-
tion normally occupied by the P1 α-carbon and
N-terminal nitrogen atoms and hydrogen bonding to
the additionalwatermolecule and Tyr171 of theHLA-
A2 heavy chain (Supplementary Data, Figure S3).

Conformational heterogeneity in the extended
but not in the bulged conformation

The peptides in the extended conformation (AAG
nonamer, ALG nonamer) display a level of con-
formational heterogeneity not seen in the bulged
conformation. For both the AAG and ALG struc-
tures, each MHC molecule in the asymmetric unit
presents the peptide slightly differently. This is
shown quantitatively by the RMSD values in Figure
2, and is illustrated in Figure 3. Figure 3(a) shows a
superimposition of the AAG and ALG nonamers,
including both molecules in each unit cell for the
structures solved here, as well as the structure of the



Figure 2. Quantitative comparison of the conformations of the various MART-126/27–35-based peptides. The Figure
shows the pair-wise superimposition matrix of all conformations of the peptides, including both molecules in each
asymmetric unit for the structures solved here (MOL 1 and MOL 2), the two alternative conformations for the ALG
nonamer (MOL 1A andMOL 1B), and the ALG and ELA structures of Sliz et al.24 Values are RMSD in Å. Superimpositions
are via the backbones of P1−P9 (the first amino acid residue in the decameric peptides is P0). Values for peptides in the
extended conformation (AAG and ALG) are green; values for peptides in the bulged conformation (EAA, ELA, and LAG)
are blue. Cross-conformational superimpositions are red. Superimpositions of two molecules in the asymmetric units of
any one structure (i.e. MOL 1 onto MOL 2) are shaded grey. It is of note that the cross-conformational superimpositions
are all close to 2 Å, reflecting the differences between the bulged and extended conformations.
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ALG nonamer solved by Sliz et al.24 Differences are
seen in the backbones, particularly in the central
portion of the peptide, as well as the side-chains. The
structure of the ALG nonamer solved here shows
Figure 3. Conformational heterogeneity in the extended b
copies of the peptides in the extended conformation reveals con
peptide. (b) Close-up of the circled region in (a), rotated 180° a
backbone at Gly31 is apparent, particularly the alternative
conformational heterogeneity in the extended conformation c
Gly31 α carbon atom. RMSD values from Figure 2 are plotted
position in ALG MOL 2 (green in (b)). (d) The conformation
indicate a propensity for the peptides to adopt the bulged con
has the greatest conformational heterogeneity, are superim
Superimposition of all copies of the peptides in the bulged conf
and P6–P9.
the greatest backbone diversity, as the backbone in
the center of the peptide in the first molecule in the
ALG unit cell occupies two discrete positions (MOL
1A and MOL 1B), with the alternative (MOL 1B)
ut not the bulged conformation. (a) Superimposition of all
formational heterogeneity, particularly in the center of the
round the vertical axis. The diversity in the position of the
conformation of the ALG nonamer (MOL 1B). (c) The
an be accounted for mostly by considering the shift in the
against the shift in the Gly31 α carbon atom relative to its
al heterogeneity in the extended conformation does not
formation. All conformations of the ALG nonamer, which
posed onto the conformation of the ELA decamer. (e)
ormation. All superimpositions are via the backbones of P1
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position occurring via large rotations of the Ψ angle
of Ile30 (P4; rotation of 147°) and the Φ angle of
Gly31 (P5; rotation of 207°). Considering both
molecules in the unit cell, there is a 1.7 Å variation
in the position of the Gly31 α carbon in the peptides
in this structure (these two conformations were
clearly discernible in the electron density; Supple-
mentary Data, Figure S4). A consequence of the
backbone shift is an almost 180° flip in the orienta-
tion of the Ile30 (P4) carbonyl oxygen and the Gly31
(P5) amide nitrogen. The conformation of the ALG
nonamer of Sliz et al. is intermediate between the
ALG conformations observed here, as illustrated in
Figure 3(b). Figure 3(c) summarizes the relation-
ships between the peptide conformations, and
indicates that the diversity in the AAG and ALG
structures can be summarized by the relative dis-
placement of the Gly31 (P5) α carbon.
The conformational heterogeneity in the native

AAG nonamer is smaller than that for the ALG
nonamer (Figure 3(a)–(c)), with a Gly31 α carbon
shift of only 0.5 Å for the two molecules in the AAG
nonamer asymmetric unit, compared to 1.7 Å for
ALG. The AAG conformations are bracketed by the
ALG conformations: the ALG MOL 2 conformation
is closest to the AAG MOL 2 conformation (Gly31
Cα distance of 0.1 Å, RMSD of 0.19 Å), whereas the
AAG MOL 1 conformation is closest to the ALG
conformation in the structure described by Sliz et al.
(Gly31 Cα distance of 0.2 Å, RMSD of 0.26 Å).
Despite the conformational heterogeneity in the

extended conformations, the structures do not
suggest a propensity for the AAG or ALG nonamers
to adopt the bulged conformation of the EAA/ELA
decamers or the LAG nonamer. This is shown in
Figure 3(d), in which the conformation of the ELA
decamer is superimposed on the three conforma-
tions of the ALG nonamer reported here (ALGMOL
1A, ALG MOL 1B, and ALG MOL 2). It is reflected
also in Figure 2, in which the RMSDs for the cross-
conformation superimpositions are at or above
1.8 Å, regardless of which peptide pair is compared.
In contrast to the peptides in the extended

conformation, those in the bulged conformation
(EAA/ELA decamers, LAG nonamer) do not dis-
play conformational heterogeneity. This is demon-
strated in Figure 3(e), which shows a super-
imposition of the EAA, LAG, and ELA peptides.
Although some heterogeneity remains in the side-
chains, as discussed below, the backbones are highly
superimposable, even in the central region of the
peptide. A further comparison of the peptide con-
formations and heterogeneity is seen in the tem-
perature factors of the peptides, summarized in
Supplementary Data, Figure S5. The greater con-
formational heterogeneity of the peptides in the
extended conformation (AAG and ALG nonamers)
is reflected in the much higher values across the
centers of the peptides.
As is shown in Figure 3, the conformational hete-

rogeneity in the extended conformation includes
side-chains as well as backbones. Ile30, Ile32, and
Leu33 (P4, P6, and P7) all populate multiple con-
formations in the AAG and ALG nonamers, and
have correspondingly high temperature factors.
Although there are some differences in the place-
ment of these side-chains in these peptides, the data
do not allow us to conclude directly that the Ala2→
Leu substitution is responsible for any changes in
side-chain conformation. For example, for Ile30 (P4),
the major difference between the AAG and ALG
conformations is a 70–100° rotation in the χ2 torsion
angle. Yet, the temperature factors at this position
are among the highest in the AAG and ALG
structures, and there are multiple conformations
present in each of the extended structures, suggest-
ing this side-chain is highly mobile in both the AAG
and the ALG peptides. Interestingly, although Ile32
(P6) is buried in the HLA-A2 binding groove, it
populates two distinct rotamers in both the AAG
and ALG structures. Leu33 (P7) seems particularly
dynamic, as its side-chain could be refined in two
different conformations in the second molecule in
both the AAG and ALG asymmetric units (not
shown).
Unlike the extended conformation, the side-chains

of Ile30 and Ile32 (P4 and P6) for the peptides in the
bulged conformation (the EAA/ELA decamers and
the LAG nonamer) do not display significant
conformational heterogeneity or high temperature
factors. The heterogeneity in Leu33 (P7) remains,
however, and this position was again refined in two
conformations for both molecules in the LAG asym-
metric unit.
The differing levels of peptide backbone confor-

mational heterogeneity were further investigated via
molecular dynamics simulations. Unrestrained 30 ns
simulations in explicit solvent were performed on
the AAG, ALG, and ELA peptide/HLA-A2 com-
plexes. In general, the dynamics simulations cap-
tured the crystallographic observations: the center of
the ALG nonamer showed significant conforma-
tional diversity over the course of the simulation,
whereas the AAG and ELA peptides were more
rigid. This is shown in Figure 4(a), which compares
average temperature factors for the peptide back-
bone units calculated over the lengths of the
simulations for the three peptides. Notably, most
backbone motion in the ALG peptide is found in the
center of the peptide. The simulations with the ALG
peptide also captured both conformations seen in
the center of the peptide (MOL 1A and MOL 1B),
with correlated bond rotations occurring around the
Ψ angle of Ile30 (P4) and the Φ angle of Gly31 (P5)
(Figure 4(b) and (c)). The alternate, “flipped” ALG
conformation was observed for approximately 20%
of simulation time, consistent with the crystal-
lographic data indicating a population of less than
50%. The presence of discrete, well-populated
conformations during the simulations, apparent
from the clusters in Figure 4(b), may indicate why
clear electron density is observed in the crystal-
lographic structures for each of the various ALG
conformations.
No correlated Φ/Ψ bond rotation was seen with

the AAGor ELApeptides (see Supplementary Data).
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Together then, the crystallographic and molecular
dynamics data indicate that one consequence of the
alanine→ leucine substitution in the AAG peptide is
to substantially enhance both the frequency and
amplitude of molecular motion in the center of the
peptide (additional details regarding the molecular
dynamics simulations are available as Supplemen-
tary Data).

Cross-reactivity and selectivity towards
MART-126/27–35 peptide variants by naturally
occurring T cells and T cell receptors

Although earlier studies showed that the ALG
peptide was recognized poorly, if at all, by five
different MART-126/27–35-reactive CTL clones,13 the
observation that the AAG and ALG peptides both
adopt the extended conformation in the HLA-A2
binding groove suggests that it should be possible to
identify T cells that cross-react between the two. To
investigate this, we tested naturally occurring tumor
infiltrating lymphocytes (TIL) derived from
Figure 4. Molecular dynamic simulations indicate the
ALG nonamer is mobile within the HLA-A2 peptide-
binding groove. (a) B-factors averaged for each peptide
backbone unit (N, CA, C, and O) computed from unrest-
rained, 30 ns molecular dynamic simulations of the AAG,
ALG, and ELA peptide/HLA-A2 complexes indicates that
the center of the ALG nonamer is highly mobile compared
to the AAG and ELA peptides. (b) During the ALG
nonamer simulation, the center of the peptide was found
to populate a conformation similar to the alternative,
“flipped” conformation observed crystallographically.
This is demonstrated by plotting the Ψ angle of Ile30
(P4) versus the Φ angle of Gly31 (P5) for each step in the
simulation and comparing the results with the crystal-
lographically observedΦ/Ψ angles (indicated in the plot).
The alternative, flipped conformation similar to that
observed in ALG MOL 1B (circled in (b)) was observed
for approximately 20% of simulation time. (c) In contrast to
the ALG nonamer, the AAG nonamer did not adopt the
alternative conformation, insteadmaintaining a conforma-
tion close to the single conformation observed crystal-
lographically. For molecular dynamic simulations with the
ALG and ELA peptide/HLA-A2 complexes, starting
coordinates were from the structures described by Sliz et
al.24 For the AAG simulations, starting coordinates were
from the second molecule in the asymmetric unit (chains
D, E, and F) from the structure reported here. Hydrogen
atoms were added to the starting structures using the
Protonate tool of the AMBER 8 suite [http://www.amber.
scripps.edu]. Using the xLEaP tool, the structures were
immersed in TIP3Pwater boxes such that no protein atoms
were less than 12 Å from any side. Sodium cations were
added for neutrality. This resulted in systems consisting of
19,567 atoms for the AAG system, 21,350 atoms for the
ALG system, and 18,142 atoms for the ELA system.
Dynamics simulations were then performed using the
PMEMD module, with parameters from the parm99 set.
Equilibration consisted of 10,000 steps of conjugate
gradient energy minimization, followed by 20 ps of MD
with restraints applied to the proteins to equilibrate the
water. A series of energy minimizations was then carried
out to relax the proteins, whereby the restraints were
eliminated gradually. The systems were then warmed to
300 K over three MD simulations for a total of 480 ps of
dynamics. This was followed by unrestrained production
runs of 30 ns. The SHAKE algorithm was used, allowing a
2 fs time-step. Long-range electrostatics were treated via
particle mesh Ewald. Trajectory analysis was carried out
with the Ptraj tool and in-house scripts.

http://www.amber.scripps.edu
http://www.amber.scripps.edu
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surgically resected tumors for reactivity against the
MART-126/27–35-based peptides studied here. Func-
tionality was assessed by assaying for reactivity to
HLA-A2-expressing T2 cells pulsed with the various
MART-126/27–35-based peptides in a cytokine secre-
tion assay. As shown in Figure 5, we identified two
TIL cell lines, JKF6 and DMF5, that responded
vigorously to all of the MART-1 peptides tested,
including the ALG nonamer, which was strongly
recognized by the JKF6 line, albeit less than the ELA
decamer. Two other tested TIL lines, 1922-W22 and
1963-F6, did not recognize the ALG nonamer well,
but exhibited strong reactivity against the ELA
decamer and the native AAG nonamer, a pattern
similar to that observed by Valmori et al.13 None of
the MART-1 reactive TIL recognized the irrelevant
gp100209–217 peptide (ITDQVPFSV), nor was there
any recognition of the MART-126/27–35 peptides by
the gp100209–217 specific T cell clone RC612. The
results observed with the cross-reactive T cells
indicate that, in addition to the previously demon-
strated differential T-cell reactivities against AAG
and ALG peptides, naturally occurring cross-reac-
tive T cells do exist that do not distinguish between
the ALG and AAG nonamers.
We next sought to confirm whether the cross-

reactivity exhibited by the JKF6 and DMF5 TIL were
indeed attributable to their respective T cell recep-
tors. In vitro transcribed mRNA encoding each TCR
α and β chain pair from either JKF6 or DMF5 was
electroporated into CD8-enriched HLA-A2+ PBMC,
resulting in transient MART-1-reactive TCR expres-
sion by otherwise non-reactive T cell populations.30

TCR gene-transferred CD8+ T cells exhibited vigor-
ous reactivity to each of the MART-126/27–35-derived
peptides, including the ELA, AAG, and ALG pep-
tides (Figure 5(b)). These findings confirm that the
recognition of the MART-126/27–35 variants by JKF6
and DMF5 T cells indeed results from the molecular
recognition properties of the T cells' respective TCRs.

Determinants of the conformations of
MART-126/27–35 variants in the HLA-A2 binding
groove

The crystallographic structures of the various
MART-126/27–35 nonamers and decamers indicate
that there are two general conformational classes
available to these peptides: an extended conforma-
tion adopted by the AAG and ALG nonamers, and a
bulged conformation adopted by the EAA/ELA
decamers and the LAG nonamer. This is in contrast
to the hypothesis, based upon T cell reactivity, that
the AAG nonamer adopts the bulged conformation
first seen with the ELA decamer.24 This inital
hypothesis has been widely accepted, as it explains
the cross-reactivity between the AAG nonamer and
the EAA/ELA/LAG peptides seen with the major-
ity of MART-1-reactive T cells. It explains also how
vaccination of HLA-A2+ melanoma patients with
the ELA decamer could elicit anti-tumor immune
responses if only the AAG nonamer (and not the
EAA decamer) is presented by HLA-A2+ melanoma
cells, as suggested by the data presented by Skipper
et al.23

Although it is thus contrary to previous predic-
tions, adoption of the extended conformation by the
AAG nonamer can be explained considering the
contribution of the peptide N terminus to peptide
binding by HLA-A2. The N terminus normally
occupies the P1 pocket in HLA-A2, making multiple
hydrogen bonds with the HLA-A2 heavy chain. The
energetic importance of these hydrogen bonds to
peptide-MHC interactions was first shown by
Bouvier and Wiley, who demonstrated that che-
mically blocking the peptide N terminus can
destabilize class I peptide/MHC complexes more
so than alterations to the primary anchor residues.31

Khan et al. obtained similar findings with the octa-
meric Tax12–19 peptide in which the P1 pocket was
empty.29 Thus, if the AAG nonamer were to adopt
the bulged conformation as predicted, the P1 pocket
would be empty and the P2 pocket would be
occupied by a sub-optimal alanine. Together, this
would result in a significant destabilization of the
peptide/MHC complex. Apparently, the AAG non-
amer adopts the extended conformation, maximiz-
ing the number of stabilizing interactions with HLA-
A2, filling the P1 pocket and making the expected
N-terminal hydrogen bonds with HLA-A2. In fact,
of all the MART-126/27–35 structures studied, the only
“unusual” conformation observed is that of the LAG
nonamer, which gives up stabilizing N-terminal
interactions with the HLA-A2 P1 pocket and inserts
its P1 leucine into the P2 pocket, forcing the peptide
to adopt the bulged conformation. The energetic cost
of this trade-off is reflected in the observation that
the HLA-A2 binding affinities of the AAG nonamer
and LAG nonamer are approximately equivalent
(see Table 1).13

Broad T cell cross-reactivity in the absence of
structural homology and selectivity in its
presence

While perhaps readily explained, the finding that
the AAG nonamer adopts the extended rather than
the bulged conformation complicates our under-
standing of the relationship between peptide/MHC
structure and T cell recognition in this system in two
important ways. First, while exceptions have been
noted,12,21 T cell cross-reactivity between the AAG
nonamer and the EAA/ELA/LAG peptides is
extremely common, having been seen with nume-
rous T cell clones and polyclonal populations. It has
been observed by measuring T cell effector func-
tions,10,12,13,20,21 as well as by staining with EAA,
ELA, and AAG-loaded HLA-A2 tetramers.22

The tetramer experiments are particularly impor-
tant, as they rule out simpler explanations for cross-
reactivity, such as proteolysis of the ELA peptide in
culture. As clonally distinct T cells with MART-1
antigen specificity are highly prevalent in HLA-A2+
individuals,17–19,30 the aggregated data indicate
broad TCR cross-reactivity occurring on structurally
dissimilar ligands.
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Second, the conformation of the ALG nonamer is
very similar to that of the AAG nonamer, yet
Valmori et al. found that with five different CTL
clones, the AAG nonamer is a good agonist, whereas
the ALG nonamer is a null ligand or a very weak
agonist at best.13 We observed a similar pattern with
the 1922-W22 and 1963-F6 T cells (Figure 5).
Discrimination between the AAG and ALG non-
amers is surprising, given the general expectation
that improving peptide-MHC binding affinity while
retaining structural homology should result in
improved immunogenicity.27

What physical mechanisms could account for
widespread T cell cross-reactivity in the absence of
structural homology in the case of the AAG peptides
and the ELA/EAA/LAG peptides, and the lack of
cross-reactivity with some T cells in the presence of
structural homology in the case of the ALG and
AAG peptides? Although multiple mechanisms
could be postulated, the observation of differential
dynamics between the AAG and ALG peptides
suggests that peptide flexibility and backbone
hydrogen bonding may have key roles. In both the
crystallographic structures and the molecular dyna-
mics simulations, the ALG nonamer was found to
Figure 5 (legend
populate an alternative conformation in which the
Ile30 (P4) carbonyl oxygen and the Gly31 (P5) amide
nitrogen are flipped nearly 180°. This structural shift
alters hydrogen bond donor and acceptor positions
in the center of the peptide that are otherwise
relatively conserved between the bulged and ex-
tended conformations (Supplementary Material,
Figure S3). Thus, it may be that the enhanced
dynamics of the ALG peptide reduces the time the
peptide spends in a conformation compatible
with the hydrogen bonding requirements of most
MART-126/27–35-specific TCRs. Roles for peptide
dynamics in influencing T cell recognition have
been noted,7,32–34 and there are clear cases where
elimination of key peptide-TCR hydrogen bonds
substantially weakens TCR binding.35 Although it
may seem counter-intuitive that improving peptide
binding affinity increases peptide conformational
dynamics, similar observations have been made in a
number of systems,36–38 and our observations are
consistent with emerging principles on how pro-
tein/ligand molecular motion may be redistributed
or even enhanced upon binding.39
For the above mechanism to be operable, T cell

receptors that cross-react between the bulged and
on next page)
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extended conformations would still need to be
tolerant of the structural differences in the peptides.
These differences are located largely in the center
and N-terminal regions of the peptides, such that all
of the MART-126/27–35 peptides studied share a
common C-terminal conformation, as shown in
Figure 3(d). Thus, except for key hydrogen bonds
to the center, as noted above, MART-126/27–35-
reactive TCRs may recognize the peptides asymme-
trically, focusing largely on the common C-terminal
regions, as seen in recognition of the pBM1 peptide
by the TCR BM3.3.40 Indeed, this may be the
mechanism used by the JKF6 and DMF5 T cells
studied here, as they responded well to all of the
MART-126/27–35 variants studied. Alternatively (or
perhaps simultaneously), MART-126/27–35 cross-
reactive T cell receptors may possess a level of
structural plasticity that allows them to adapt to the
different peptides.1,7,41–45 A TCR binding mechan-
ism whereby receptors initially engage MHC before
interacting with the peptide could facilitate such
adaptive binding.46,47

Another possible mechanism for achieving both
cross-reactivity and selectivity in T cell recognition
of MART-126/27–35 antigens is that MART-126/27–35-
reactive T cells induce a structural shift in the AAG
nonamer upon TCR binding, forcing the peptide to
adopt a conformation resembling that of the EAA/
ELA/LAG peptides. Such a conformational shift
could be possible in the AAG nonamer due to the
sub-optimal alanine at position 2, and prevented in
Figure 5. Cross-reactivity and specificity towards MART
RNA-electroporated PBL. (a) Four naturally occurring MART
the gp100209–217-specific T cell clone R6C12, were assayed for r
peptide variants or the gp100209–217 negative control peptid
variants studied, including the ALG nonamer. Similar to the fi
recognized the ALG nonamer either very poorly or not at all,
overall structure as the AAG nonamer. (b) Gene transfer of MA
DMF5 T cells confers reactivity towards the MART-126/27–35 v
transduced CD8+ T cells did not recognize the gp100209–217
cryopreserved TIL samples were thawed and cultured overnig
cells were washed twice, plated at 1×105 cells, then co-cultur
pulsed with titered concentrations of the AAG, ALG, LAG,
culture supernatants were harvested and assessed for the pr
manufacturer's protocol (Pierce Endogen). Values reflect the m
For TCR gene isolation, RNA was purified from T cell clones
SmartRace, using the universal 5′ primer, and a 3′ gene-spec
constant regions. Products were separated by electrophoresis a
pCR2.1 (Invitrogen) vector, and sequenced. For in vitro TCR R
oligonucleotide primers were generated for the production of i
bacteriophage T7 polymerase binding sequence, followed imm
19–25 bp of Vα or Vβ region for each TCR gene; JKF6 TRVB28,
GAC TCA CTATAG GGA GAA CCG CCA GCA AAT CCT TG
18–25 bp of the relevant α or β constant region sequence. Rev
GCC TCA GC 3′; C1-β 5′ (64)T TTC ATG AAT TCT TTC TTT T
TTC TCT TG 3′. For IVT, a PCR product was generated using t
oligonucleotide primer sets. Resulting bands were gel-purified
product was cleaned using Zymogen DNA purification colum
for IVT using Ambion T7 mMESSAGE MACHINE according t
up using Qiagen RNEasy. In preparation for RNA electropora
in vitro with 50 ng/ml OKT-3, 50 CU IL-2 in STEM:RPMI m
selected using Miltenyi Biotech microbeads and magnetic c
2–15 days in IL-2-containing medium before use. For TCR elec
per 1×106 cells at 2.5×107 cells/ml in Opti-MEM serum-free m
post-electroporation before use in FACS staining or co-culture
the ALG nonamer due to the presence of leucine in
the HLA-A2 P2 pocket. Significant changes in
peptide conformation occurring upon TCR binding
have been observed in other cases. For example, the
center of the HTLV-1 Tax11–19 peptide presented by
HLA-A2 is “squished” upon binding of the A6 and
B7 TCRs.48,49 Lee et al. have provided evidence for a
similar occurrence in TCR recognition of native and
variant HIV gag epitopes presented by HLA-A2.6

More recently, Tynan et al. demonstrated that an
extensively bulged Epstein-Barr viral antigen is
“flattened” upon TCR recognition.50 In addition
to explaining cross-reactivity towards the AAG
peptide and the poor activity of the ALG peptide,
this “selective conformational shift” model could
explain the improved immunogenicity of the EAA/
ELA/LAG peptides over the AAG nonamer, as the
need to induce a shift in the peptide would be
expected to translate into a weaker TCR affinity.
However, the conformational change needed for the
AAG nonamer to adopt the bulged structure would
be unusual and unprecedented, as it would require
the AAG N terminus to move up and out of the
HLA-A2 P1 pocket, resulting in the loss of multiple
stabilizing hydrogen bonds as described above.
When considering cross-reactivity and specificity

in recognition of the MART-126/27–35 variants, it is
worth considering the peptides used in deriving
MART-126/27–35-reactive CTL clones. Since the
demonstration that the EAA/ELA decamers are
superior antigens with a group of MART-1-reactive
-126/27–35 variants with naturally occurring TIL and TCR
-127–35 reactive TIL (JKF6, DMF5, 1963-F6, 1992-W22) and
eactivity towards T2 APC pulsed with the MART-126/27–35
e. JKF6 and DMF5 recognized all of the MART-126/27–35
ndings reported by Valmori et al.,13 1963-F6 and 1922-W22
despite the observation that the peptide adopts the same
RT-1-specific TCR α and β chains from either the JKF6 and
ariants to otherwise non-reactive CD8+ PBL. TCR gene-
negative control peptide. For cytokine secretion assays,
ht in culture medium plus rhIL-2 (50 CU/ml). Responder
ed overnight with 1×105 HLA-A2+ T2 APC unpulsed or
EAA or ELA peptides or 1 μM gp100209–217 peptide. Co-
esence of IFN-γ by ELISA assay in accordance with the
ean of duplicate measurements and are reported in pg/ml.
using Qiagen RNEasy. 5′RACE was performed using BD
ific primer for the TCR α constant region, or C1 or C2 β
nd appropriately sized bands were excised, subcloned into
NA transcription and expression in PBMC, gene-specific

n vitro RNA transcription (IVT). The 5′ primer included the
ediately by a Kozak sequence, a start codon and the next
DMF5 TRVB6.4. Vα regions were all 12.2 fwd 5′ TAATAC
A GAG GTT TAC 3′.30 Reverse primers included 64T and
erse primers were Cα 5′ (64)T TTC AAC TGG ACC ACA
CA CC 3′ or C2-β 5′ (64)T TCTAGC CTC TGG AAT CCT
he subcloned cDNA in pCR2.1 as template with the above
and used for a second round of PCR amplification. PCR

ns. A 1–3 μg sample of PCR product was used as template
o the manufacturer's instructions, followed by RNA clean-
tion, donor TIL or PBMC from phereses were stimulated
edium for three days, when CD8+ cells were positively
olumns. PBMC were then grown in vitro an additional
troporation, 2.0 μg of RNA from each TCR gene was used
edium (Invitrogen). Cells were rested for 2 h without IL-2
experiments.
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T cells,12,13 many studies have used the bulged ELA
decamer for deriving T cell clones. While others,
including the JKF6 and DMF5 T cells studied here,
were elicited on the basis of their natural reactivity
against their autologous melanoma tumors, it
may be illuminating to study the recognition pro-
perties of T cell clones specifically established using
peptides of the extended structural class (i.e. the
AAG nonamer), as the potential for cross-reactivity
and selectivity between the resulting clones may
differ. Such differences may have consequences
for the choice of strategies for immunological
treatment of melanoma, particularly those involving
adoptive T cell transfer,51 and/or genetically engi-
neered T cells expressing potent MART-1-reactive
TCRs.16

Clearly, additional work is required to fully deter-
mine the mechanisms of TCR cross-reactivity and
selectivity towardsMART-1-derived tumor antigens.
Regardless of the exact mechanisms, however, our
findings of extensive T cell cross-reactivity in the
absence of peptide/MHC structural homology and
selectivity in its presence, in one of the most
commonly recognized T cell epitopes in HLA-A2+
individuals, raises challenging questions about how
crystallographic structures of unligated peptide/
MHC complexes should best be used when addres-
sing questions related to TCR specificity and cross-
reactivity. Finally, our results highlight a danger in
using unligated peptide/MHC structures as starting
templates for the design of MART-126/27–35-based
immunotherapeutics, as neither T cell cross-reactiv-
ity nor selectivity is readily predicted by exa-
mination of the peptide/HLA-A2 structures.

Protein Data Bank accession codes

Structure factors and coordinates have been depo-
sited in the Protein Data Bank as entries 2GUO
(AAG nonamer), 2GTZ (ALG nonamer), 2GTW
(LAG nonamer), 2GT9 (EAA decamer).
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